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FLAME SPEED AND SPARK INTENSITY.

By D. W. RANDOLPH and F. B. SILSBEE.

SUMMARY.

This report describes a series of experiments undertaker to determine whether or nob khe
electrical characteristics of the ignit~~ spark have any effect on the rapidity of flame spread
in the expIosive gas mixtures which it ignites. The re.wdts show very clearly that no such
effect exists. The flame velocity in carbon-monoxide-oxygen, acetylene-oxygen, and gasotie-
air mixtures was found to be unaffected by changes in spark interisity from sparks which -were
barely able to ignite the mixture up b intense condenser discharge sparks having 50 times
this energy.

INTRODUCTION.

The experiments described in this report were performed at the Bureau of Standards as a
part of the general investigation of problems connected with the phenomena of combustion in
internal-combustion” engines, which is being carried on under the auspices of the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. The object of the experiments was to detect the effect,
if any, of the character of art igniting spark on the speed of the frame which it produces in
explosive gaseous mixtmes.

The time required for the flame to spread and for combustion to take place within the”
engine cyIi.nder is an appreciable fraction of a cycle in high-speed engines, and therefore any
change in the rate of flame propagation r@ht be expected to affect the en@e power. ltt
should be noted, however, that such effects would be expected to be relatively small since
the additiona.I power obtained with I@h rates of combustion wouId be measured by the .diflerence
in area between the actual indicator card and one in which the corners at upper dead center
were sharp instead of rounded. Detonation or knocking is also in aJI probability very directly
connected with the rate of the combustion of the fuel, and any effect of the manner of ignition
upon this rate might be expected to affect the tendency to detonate.

The beIief seems to be generaI among automoti~e engineers that there is a very deiinite
effect of the kind swggested abo~e, and a “fat” or “hot” spark is considered desirable as giv@
more compleke combustion and greater power, as -well as more certain ignition. On the other
hand, when it is considered that the actual energy content of e~en ELrelativeb strong m%netu
spark (O.1 jouIe) is equhdent to the heat of combustion of only two millionths of a cubic centi-
meter of Iiquid gasoline, or of three thousandths of a cubic centimeter of the compressed-gas mix-
ture within the en@e cyIinder, it appears unlikely that any change in this iniinitesimaI amoun~
of energy wouId affect the progress of the chemical reaction which, after the very first mo~en~,
liberates a very much greater amount of heat.

If the effect did exisb it wouId have a ~ery direct bearing on the design of ignition systems,
since the latter should, of course, be so arranged as to give the type of spark which is most -
suited to give rapid combustion withoutt detonation. Devices for attachment to ignition
apparatus are now on the market .-which claim to be able to produce effects of this character.

The fuel mixtures used in this investigation were mainly carbon monoxide and oxygen,
and acetylene and oxygen. These &ed gases were chosen because they insured U&OITO

mixture of the constituents and did not require the complicated heatiing apparatus which
-would be necessitated by experiments on liquid fuels. The data obtained in this way are
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therefore more accurate than those on gasoline, but corroborative experiments -were also per-
formed using mixtures of X-gasoline and air at about 90° C. and such initial pressure as to corre-
spond to the density conditions met with in automotive engines, The carbon monoxide has a rela-
tively slow rate of flame propagation, while the acetylene mixtures burnt with extreme rapidity,
and the results can therefore be considered as applicable over an extreme range of flame speeds.
The types of ignition sparks are described below and were all within the range which it might
be commercially practicable to obtain in regular automotive equipment.

PREVIOUS WORK.

Relatively little information is available in the literature bearing directly on the particular
problem which was the subject of these experiments. A very considerable amount-of work,
however, has been done in mixtures of tied gases by Thornton,’ Wheeler,’ Morgan S and others
on the related question, “What intensity of spark is required to produce ignition in a given
explosive mixture ?” At the British National Physical Laboratory 4 an extensive study -was
made of this latter question, using gasoline-air mixtures and sparks obtained by the dkcharge
of a small condenser. In general, an increase in either the paraHel capacity or in the sparkbg
voltage increased the igniting power of the spark. The effect of voltage was found to be much
more important than that of capacity, so that at a high sparking voltage the capacity which
had to be discharged at the spark to produce ignition was found_to be materially less even than
that which would store the same energy at the higher voltage. Although their experiments,
therefore, show that energy is not a complete measure of igniting power, energy may serve as a
basis of comparison of different condenser sparks provided these have the same sparking volt age..

Experiments have also been made by operating internal-combustion engines -with ignition
systems delivering sparks of differept characteristics. Thus Berth 5 obtained indicator cards
on a gas engine ignited by several different types of spark and found no difference in the pressuro-
time diagrams so long as the spark ignited the mixture at all, This work, Lhough very carefully
done, was mainly on types of spark now nearly obsolete, Most experiments in engines are not
very conclusive, however, since the power output of the e~gine is subject to variations from such
a large number of factors other than the quality of the spark, and also because, as pointed out
previously, a relatively considerable change in the rate of combustion would be expected to
affect the engine power only slightly.~ Tests made both in England and at the Bureau of
Standards, however, have shown no detectable difference in the engine power when a given
engine under identical conditions was operated alternately on a normal nma~eto sparkl and
on condenser discharge sparks containing either very much less or very much greater amounts
of energy.

BUBBLE APPARATUS.

The velocity of the flame produced by the various sparks was measured by the device
invented a“nd developed by Stevens 7 in his studies of combustion phenomena. See Figure 1.
In this apparatus the explosive mixture of gases to be in~eshigated is conlined in a soap bubble.
An opening at the rear of the pipe, from which the bubble is blown, permits the insertion of a
pair of electrodes which are arranged so that the igniting spark occurs at the center of the
spherical bubble. By the passage of the spark the gases are ignited and the flame surfaco
spreads outward as a lu]ninous spherical wave of continuously increasing diameter.

The progress of the flame is recorded photographically by focusing an image of the burning
bubble upon a photographic film which is mounted on a drum which can be revolved about a
horizontal axis perpendicular to the axis of the lens. A horizontal slit is placed just in front
of the film so that the image of only a narrow equatorial strip of the spherical flame surface

1Thornton, W. hf., Phil. Msg., Vol. 40, p. 345, 1920(and earlier papers).
~ WheeIer, R. 17., Chem. Sot. Journ. Trans.j Vol. 1171p. 933, 19247(and other papers).
* Morgan, J. D., Chem. Sot. Journ. Trans., VOl. 115, p. 94, 1919.,
~Paterson and Campbell, Physical Scciet y (London) Prcwedings, Vol. 31, p. 16S, 1919:-” Some Characteristics of Spark Discharge and its

EtTecton Igniting Explosi~e 31ixtnres.1) This paper ako contains reference to other work on this problem.
5Berth, W., Mitt. tiber Forschtmgsarbeiten Verein Deut. Ing., Vol. 55, p. 70 et. seq., IW?,.
4Air Service Information Circular, Vol. I, No, 17, McCoolr Field serial No. 1172,Feb., 1928.
~Stevens, F. W., h~.A. C. A. Report N70.168, A Constant Pressme Bomb.
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can fall on the &n. As the sphere of frame expands, the Ien@h of the hrninous strip at the
equator increasas continuously while the motion of the film on the drum at right angles to the
motion of the flame serves to impress the flame tiage on successively different portions of the
film, and draws out the image into a wedge, as shown in Figure 2. This figure shows at the
apex of the we&Oe the bright im~we of the igniting spark which, it may be noted, lasts for an
appreciable time interval after the instant of ignition. The burnt gases often remain incazidw-
cent for an appreciable time after combustion has been completed, and consequently the photo-
graphic image retains its f..nal vvidth for some distance at the end of the wedge. The original
size of the bubble and the identity of the particular experiment were obtained. in each case by
taking a preliminary exposure with the iilrn stationary, m shown in Figure 2.

A time scale for the record was obtained in the earlier work by photographing on the film
simultaneously with the exposure an image of a second spark supplied from a 60-cycle alterna&
ing source. This method, however, was not very satisfactory and in the later films the time
record was obtained by photographing a beam of light -which was interrupted by shutters
attached to the pro~~s of a tunbg fork which -was drhen electrically by being coupled with
the oscillating circuit of a three electrode electron tube.’ Forks having periods of 100 cycles
and 250 cycles per second -were used, accord@ to the speed of the explosions under observation.

The gas mixture from -which the bubbks were b~own was obtained from supply tanks
or (ii the case of carbon monoxide) from a
small generator using the decomposition of
formic acid by heated su?.phuric acid. Each

E
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constituent gas passed thro~~h a calibrated ~~+~

i o ml)
orifice, the pressure drOp through which
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could be measured on an inclined water ,
manometer. The gases were then united
in a mixing tube and passed to the bubble
pipe, and thence to an exhaust chimney.

~G. I.-scheuwtic diagram of apparatus.

The procedure in the experiments was to establish a steady flow of gases through the appa-
ratus, then to place a soap film across the opening of the bubble pipe, and by throtttl.& the
flow of gas through the exhaust chimney to form the bubble. The electrodes were then pushed
down to the center of the bubble and automatically cut off the bubble from the gas supply.
The stationary picture with the identify@ number was then taken, Figure 2. The camera
and magneto motors vvere started, the tuning fork was set in motion, and the bubble w-as iired.
A contact on the shaft of the i51m drum served to simultaneoudy remove the short circuit from
the maggeto and to open the shutters which normally cut off the timing &Dht. This insured
the sirrndtaneity of the time record and the explosion. Several exposures were taken on each
film without alteriq the settiwg of the gas valves, but with different types of spark, In spite
of this precaution, however, it is probab~e that the principal cause of tthe deviations in the
results was fluctuation in the mixture rat,io rather than in the other parts of the measurements.

BULB APPARATUS.

In order to extend the observations to conditions more closely resembling those in auto-
motive engines, a further series of runs was made, using mixtures of X-gasoline and air. In these
experiments the mixtures were contained in a thin glass bulb instead of in a soap bubble, and an
initial pressure of about 60 lb. per sq. in. (gage) was used instead of atmospheric pressure.
The known volume of gasoline was extruded from a calibrated syringe on to a small piece of
titer paper placed in the bulb. The bulb wm then quickly connected to the piping system
thro~uh au automatic connector which gave a pressure-tight connection with the compressed
air system. Compressed air was run into the bulb to an initial pressure of about 45 Ibs. (gage),
and the whole system isolated by a valve. During this process there was very lititle opportunity “
for the gasoline vapor to escape. A water bath maintained at nearly 100° C. was then raised
to surround the bulb and left in position for about two minutes. The resuIting rise in temper-
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s Eekhardt, E. .4., Karcher, J. C., Kei~er, F,—Jour. OpticaI Society, VOI.8, p. W9, h’ov., 1922.
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ature served to vaporize the gasoline, and also raised the pressure within the bulb to a value of
about 60 lbs. per sq. in. The water bath was then removed and the gas fired in the same
manner as with the soap bubbles.

The combustion of these mixtures, even when the amount of gasoline was such rLsto give
the most powerful explosion, was relatively slow and unfortunately gave very little light so that
the records of which Figure 5 is ari example do not admit of satisfactory reproduction, The
miginaI negatives, however, show very clearly that the flame proceeds regularly in a manner
simflar to the other materials for a definite interval, after which the phot ographic image abruptly
ceases. This instant marks the time at which the bulb burst and permitted the luminous
material to expand and cool to such an extent as to no longer affect the Kim. During the initial
burning, as recorded, in most instances there was a definite tendency of the flame to S1OW down
with the progress of the combustion. This presumably results from the accumulation of
unburnt fuel ahead of the flame so as to retard the expansion of the products of coml.mstion. The
free expansion at the beginning contributes materiality to the relatively high iniiial velocity of
the flame in space. As the bulbs were fragile it is probabIe that the pressure did not rise very
much above its initial value before the bulb burst.

During the later portions of the explosion the record shows a marked though gradual
brightening of the flame, which may be due to the increase of presstire in the burnt gases but
which suggests, at least, the possibiIit y of combustion by successive stages.

SPARKS USED.

An electric spark is the result of the sudden passage of electricity through the gas in a gap
between two electrodes. The electric charge is carried in this case largely by charged parLicle.s
of the gas called ions, and to a lesser extent by particles of the metal electrodes -which Imve been
vaporized by the intense local heating, A complete description of the character of a spark,
therefore, involves a very considerable number of-variables, some of which it is difficulti to control
experimentally.

A spark w-U pass aoross a given gap only when there is applied to the terminals of the gap
a voltage having a value V (known as the breakdown voltage of the gap) which depends among
other things upon the length of the gap, the shape of the electrodes, and the density of the gas
between them. _.

_When the spark is obiained by the discharge of a condenser of capacity C connecLed in
parallel with the spark gap, the energy which was initially stored in the plates of the co~demer
is equal to 1/2 C!Vz, and this energy is ultimately dissipated as heat in the gap and at the elec-
trodes. The current through the gas at any instant during the pass~ge of such a spark is deter-
mined by the volta~e at which the discharge took place, and b-j the resistance and inductance
of the leads connecting the condenser with the spark gap. This current usually oscillates in
direction with a frequency depending upon the capacity and inductance of the circuii.. In the
case of most ignition systems this frequency is exceedingly high (of the order of one. million
cycles per second), and the oscillations are rapidly damped.

In the case of sparks obtained by the discharge of an induction coil or magneto, which are
the usual sources of current in jump spark ignition systems, the resulting spark is more complex
than the simple conderiser spark just described. After the primary circuit of the induction coil
is broken, a high voltage is induced in the secondary winding, and an electric charge accumulates
on the outer Iayers of this winding and on the leads connecting the coil with the spark gap.
When this charge has built up a voltage equal to the breakdown voltage of the gap, the first
phenomenon which takes place is a discharge of this accumulated charge in a condemer spark
of the type just-described. This is known as the capacity component of the entire spark and
the energy contained in it can be computed by the formula given above, using for C the capacity
of the outer layers of the secondary winding of the coil together with that of the secondary leads,
and of the electrodes themselves. It should be noted that the part of the secondary capacity
capacity’ 1 of the coil and that its numerical magnitude can bs estimated only by indirect and
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I%. 4.—Typicaf recotd of binning “of CZHZand
Or mixture. The conca~e faces of the wedge
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approximate methods. After this first discharge has been completed, however, the flow of
current across the gap is maintained as a result of the voltage produced by the decre~se of
magnetic flux in the core of the cofi. The energy which was initially stored in this core is given
by the expression 1~2 L I’ where L is the self-inductance of the primary winding and I is the
current flowing in this winding at the instant of “break.” Part of this energy is -wasted as loss
in tha coil, and a further part is temporarily stored in the secondary capacity and dissipated
in the spark gap by the capaci~y components of the spark described. The remainder, however,
which is usually much larger than the capacity component is later dissipated in the spark gap
by the steady flow of current which follows after the capacity component has ceased, and is
known as the inductive component of the spark. The value of the current during this latler
period is relatively small (of the order of 0.05 ampere), arid gradually decreases until it reaches
zero at the time when the supply of magnetic energy is exhsmsted. The duration of this induc-
tive component of the spark is of the order of 0.005 secmid. During the time that this induc~ive
component of current is flowing, the voltage across the terminals of the spark gap is much less
than the initial breakdown voltage and has a fairly constant value which is called the “sustaining
voltage” of the spark. In the case of ignition sparks the sustaining voltage is of the order of
800 volts.

In tbe present work the sparks were obtained in most cases from a magneto or coil, and
were modified so as to gi?e five distinct types of discharge. N’ecessmy chmges in the appwatus
also caused slight changes in the electrical, constants of the circuit in two ot,ber cases, so tJmt

altogetl~er there were used eleven different combinations of circuit. The resulting sparks
are distinguished in Table I by the letters A to K, inclusive. Sparks A, D, and J were norm-d
magneto sparks delivered by Dixie or Bosch ma=mdos. These machines give sparks of the
kind just described, and have a relatively large energy content. Spark G was similar, but was
obtained with the magneto at higher speed and with a different spark gap. Spark El was
obtained from a small induction coil of the type regular~y used on automobiles, This was
operated with a six-volt battery and with a considerable series resistance so as to deliberately
wea]ien the spark to the utmost extent which could occur in practice.

Sparks B, H, and K were obtained by connecting condensers of 3,400 or 1,700 micro-micro-
farads in parallel with the spark gap. If a condenser is thus connected to the secondary of the
induction coil in parallel with a spark gap, the capacity component of the spark is greatly
increased at the expense of the inductive component, and if the condenser is so large that the
coil is barely able to produce a spark at all, then the spark consists ahnost entirely of the capacity
component.

To insure certain fwing, however, the condensers used in these experiments were not made
so large as to absorb the entire energy of the magneto, consequently ,after the first intensive
capacity spark a current continued to flow through the gap, and the total duration of the sparli
as indicated by the photographs was quite appreciable. The tenfih line of Table I gives this
spark duration in seconds. From the photographs it appeals probable that in many instances
some slight agitation of the gas extinguished the spark after the first condenser discharge,
so that the voltage across the electrodes again built up to a high value, thus wwsing a succession
of capacity sparks rather than the continuous flow of current which was obtained with the
normal type of spark.

Spark C was obtained by connecting a resistance of 10 megohms in series with the wire
between the magneto and the spark gap. With this arrangement the capacity component of
the spark consists mereIy of the discharge of the condenser formed by those portions of the wiring
between the high resistance and the spark gap. The dischwge from the rest of the circuit
and the inductive component of the spark are held back by the high resistance and limited to
an exceedingly small value of current.

Spark 1? was quite ditlerent in character from the preceding, and -was obtained by inter-
rupting the flow of current through an inductive circuit,, The inductance consisted of the
primary winding of a spark coil which had an inductance of about 0.0039 henries, Current
wtis obtained from a 6-volt_battery and was allowed to build up to a value of 5 amperes. The
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contacts at the center of the bubble couId be sepzwated at a moderate speed by the motion of
an external han~~ The current in the circuit persisted across the gap as an arc for a short.
inter-d, about 0.0009 seco~d, which could be measured from the photographic record or from
oscilIograms. II is difficult to estimate the actual energy dissipated in a “ bre&” spark of
this t-we, but. it is probably 0.06 joule.

Figure 3 indicates the arrangement and dimensions of the electrodes used in the se-mral
igniting gaps. The letters in the fourth line of Table I correspond with those of Figure 3.

RESULTS.

The data obtained by this method consist. of a collection of photographs of which Figures
2 and 4 to 7, inclusive, are typical examples. These aU show a progressive burning of the flame
at a definite rate which} in the case of carbon monoxide, appears to be very strictly constant from
the instant of ignition until all of the explosive material is consumed. In the case of acetylene
the rate of burn~~ accelerates quite appreciably (fig. ‘+), while in the case of gasoline in the
dosed bulbs (tlg. 5) there is a definite slow-kg down of the rate of flame movement as the com-
bustion progresses. The primary object of the in-rest.igation is obtained by measuring this
rate of combustion and correlat~m it with the character of the igniting spark. In cases -where
the rate was not consta.n~, an average value -was taken; that is, the total distance traveled by
the flame divided by the total time from the instant of ignition until the end of combustion.
Such an a~erage rate is at least approximately what is of most importance in engge operation
emd f orms a reasonable basis for comparirg the effects of
different types of spark. It maybe noted that the pho-
tographic record gives directly the velocity of the flame
in space. Since the unburnt gases me pushed out ahead
of the flame by the expansion of the heated products of
combustion inside the spherical flame surface, the fuel
just ahead of the flame has an outward velocity which D .[ lo
is quite appreciable, and the. true speed of the flame with -
respect to the gas which it is overtak@ is less than that a b c d

RG.&-T~w of elwtities used.
indicated by the film. While the fsctor connecting the
velocity of the flame with respect to the g~~ with that of the flame i~ space can be obtained} if
desired, from the initial and final diameters of the bubble,–the results in this work were based
upon the space velocities directly: and no computations were made of the v-elocity with mpect
to the gas.

The data obtained is gi-ren in Table H. For convenience in analysis the observations have
been g’rouped into &mht series. The data on each series -were obtained with substantially the
same mixture ratio and with the same fuel, but with two or three diilerent types of spark. The
second column in Table H gives the fuel used, and the third column the mixture ratio. This
ratio is expressed in parts by volume in the case of the mixtures of carbon monoxide and oxygen
and acetylene and &ygen, but is expressed in parts by weight in the ease of the gasoLine-air
mixture. The fourth column gi~es the number of separate explosions (lmbbles or bulbs) on
which the average flame -velocity, as given in column 6, is based. In column 5 is indicated the
type of iggtion spark used. The letters in this column refer to Table 1, in which quantitati~e
data on the various electrical characteristics of the ignit ing sparks are given. This column aIso
indicates roughly by the use of the words “ normall” “ condenser, ” or ‘rweak” the principal
characteristics of the spark. Column 7 gi~es the average deviation of a single measurement of
flame velocity from the mean value given in the preceding column. The last column in the
table gi-res the per cent difference between the results obtained with the two types of spark
under comparison. A plus sign in this colugm indicates a greater -ralue for the flame velocity
for the type of spark which might be expected to be ,more intense, this expectation be~u such
as to rank the sparks in the order of decreasing intensity as condenser, normal, weak, and
“ break.” The mixture ratio used in Series I was that corresponding to complete combustion

~~~1—~+~
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and gave the highest-flame speed for carbon monoxide. In Series 11 and III the fuel mixtures
were respectively about as lean and about as rich in carbon monoxide as could be ignited by the
‘‘ weak ~’spark. ‘iVith mixtures slightly beyond these limits the ~<Weali” spark could be seen to
pass inside the bubble without producing ignition, The mixtures used in Series IV and V were
only slightly righer thtin in Series H and, therefore, the experiments would be expected Lo bring
out any tendency of the flame to S1O-Wdown as the mixt m-es approached that WIich a given spark
could not ignite, if such a tendency existed. In Series VI the mixture was well towtird the lean
end of the inflammable range, while in Series WI the mi~ture was slightly richer tlum that
gi-ri~w maximum flame speed. In Series VIH, using gasoline, ptiirs of observations were made
at a number of mixture ratios. Only the average of such pfiirs is given in Table II.

Table II shows that the differences in the observed flame velocities are in a!l cases less than
what might well be expected from the magnitude of the experimental errors. We may therefore
cm-idude that the fundamental question raised in this in~estigation is very defmitely answered
by the statement that the rate of normal burning of quiescent explosi~e gas mixtures k inrlcpmd-
ent of the character of the igniting spark over a very large range of spark intensity.

A number of minor points observecl in analyzing the records may be of interest. A defi -
nite difference was found in the records depending upon whether or not the speed of the film
was sufficiently great to make the half-angle of the wedge less t.ban 450. This effect is shown
by a comparison of Figures 2 and 6, and is due to the finite width of the slit. plaeccl in front
of the film, At fti speeds faster than this critical value, the diameter of the circular im~ge
of the ever-increasing sphere of flame is displaced on the film by an amount greater than the
increase in ik radius, consequently no light from the flame can reach the film at a poinf, ahead
of the image of khe igniting spark, and the resulting record consists of a sharp-pointed Tswige
as in Figure 2. For slow film speeds, however, the displacement of the circular image of tlie
flame is less than the increase in its radius, consequently light from the flamo shortly after
its initiation will fall upon parts of the fiIm ahead of the image of the igniting spark. 11’ith
the further increase in the diameter of the flame, the edge of the. slit cuts off the light from
more advanced portions of the film, and from this point onwwd the photogn~pllic image. is
drawn out cent inuously in one direction. The result of the first rapid erdargement of the
flame image, however, causes the complete record (fig. 6) to have the shape of a weclg~ with
a rounded tip in which the image of the spark is imbedded to a depth depending upon the
width of the slit and the position in the sIit of the image of the spark gap. This efkt, hLm’-
ever, does not introduce any error in the observation since the slope of a line tangent. k the
main face of the wedge gives correctly the rate of the burning of the fuel.

Another effect shown in Figure 6 is the dark space which was sometimes noted IMtV-CCn
the image of the spark and the beginning of the flame. This was observed only with wetik
sparks and in such cases the photographic record had the shape of a wedge with a rounded
point. Prolongations of the straight portions of the wedge passed through the image of the
spark. It is probable that the explanation of this effect is that the temperature of the .srmdl
sphere of gas first ignited by the spark is so low that the gas is not luminous enough to fiffect
the photographic film, although it is heated above its ignition temperature. As the tiny
sphere of flame enlarges , its temperature increases to. the normal temperature of combustion
of the fueI, and the entire sphere suddenly becomes luminous enough to impress its image
on the film.

In considering the duration of the igniting sparks, care must be talierl to allow for the
great range of film speed used. Even in the case of tlie relatively slow carbon monoxide films
the brightness of the inductive component of the normal magneto sparks is too faint, to affect
the film, and only the capacity component of the sparks is visible as a single bright spot. ‘1’he
condenser sparks, howe~er, since they usually consisted of a succession of capacity discharges
distributed over an appreciable Iengt.h of time, -were of sufficient intensity to show on the film,
and apparently lasted longer than the normaI sparks. In the acetylene records, the later
portions of the capacity spark, since they occurred in the highly heated products of combustion
of the fuel, -were relatively weak in luminosity and were too feeble to gi~e an image on tho
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very rapidIy moving film, consequently ody the first condenser discharge appears on these films.
The initial ‘capacity component of the norrnal sparks was so faint as to be entirely in-visible
in the. faster acetylene-films. The ,data which are given in Tablo I on the duration of the
various sparks are therefore based mainly on measurements obt a@d by the oscillograph in
which the actual time during which the current flowed througlkthe sparli gap could be
obtained by a method which was unaff ectecl by the intensity of the Eght, emitted by the spMk.

A very interesting by-product of this investigation is the infor@tion which was obtained
in the case of the most powerful acetylene-oxygen mixtures. In t@e ‘mixtures the normal
rate of burning is very high and comparable with the velocity of “sound. It was found that
very frequently the combustion of t~lese mixtures occurred not by a normal burning process,
as in the case of other materials~ but by a very much faster type of burning. This ctlec~ is
shown in Figure 7, It can be see~ that the photographic records show a blunt pointed figure
indicating that the entire mass of explosive gas reacted at a speed which was very groat com-

) pared with the speed of the film. .i$t the highest speed at which it was feasible to operate
(7,00(! R. P. hf.), there was no suggestion of any definite wedge shape to these recorcls, find a
lower limit of at least 150,000 cm. per sec. may be set to the velocity of the flame. After the
bubble had thus burnt ‘: all at once” the products of combustion expanded rapidly Lut with
an easily measurable speed shown by the curved co~tour of the records, to the final size cor-
responding to their temperature and atmospheric pressure. I12splosions of this character of
course produced a very sha,rp loud noise and at times were destructive to the apparatus in the
neighborhood,

As will be seen from Figure 7 there is no -very direct correlation between the presence of
this ab~ormal burning and the character of the igniting spark. On this film one of the dxmrmd
and one of the normal burnings were produced with the normal spark, while the other abnormal
and the other normal burning were prod~ced in substantially the same mixture by a concl enser
type of spark. A considerable number of such records were obt~ined using equal parts by
volume of acetylene and oxygen. This mmture is somewhat richer than that which gives
most complete chemical combustion, but was cho~eri because it gave such a very intense ligh~
as to make good photographic records, while at the same time under favorable conditions it
showed the abnormally rapid combustion. The results of these trials are summarized in Table
111 which indicates which type of combustion occurred under various conditions of spark, gap
length, and electrode diameter. While the res@ts obtained me not entirely conclusive., it
appears that the reaction is more likely to occur abtiormally in cases where the spark gap is long,
or the secondary capacity is large, It will be noted that these two conditions are such as to
increase the energy of the capacity component, and hence the intensity of the sound wave
produced by the spark. There are some theoretical grounds for expecting that if this sound
wave is sufficiently intense, the reaction within it will be correspondingly acceler~t.ed, If
the reaction velocity is s~ciently great to keep pace with the progress of the sound wave, it
might be expected that the phenomenon would become unstable and that greater and greater
pressures would be rapidly built up in the wave front, thus producing a different r6gime, These
conclusions seem to be consistent with the present observations since t~is abnormal burning
was not observed id the other fuelsj or with the leaner mixtures of acetylene in which the normal
rate df burning was much slower than the velocity of sound so that there was no possibility of
the reaction keeping up with any initial compression wave which might have been started
by the electric spark.

It seems quite possible that the abnormally rapid burning observed in these experiments is
a case of detonation, and may be related to the source of ‘(fuel knock” in automotive engines.

A careful distinc~ion shouId be made, however, bet%een detonation of the kind shown
in these records which is produced immediately at the instant of ignition, and the type of deton-
ation which is met with in internal combustion engines. In this latter case we are dealing
with combustion -within a closed volume under conditions where the, progress of the burning
increases the pressure and density of the unburnt fuel in the cylinder slowly at first, but mom
and more rapidly as the reaction goes on. Under such conditions it is probable that com-
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kmstion proceeds at first by nor.nd burning, and that detonation does not occur until a later
instant when a considerable fraction of the fuel has already burned and has compressed the
remainder of the charge to a condition where it is capable of detonating. If this view of the
situation is correct, one would expect no correlation between the character of the spark or of
the spark gap and the presence- of detonation in an engine.

31any of the records with the fast acehylene mixtures, which have the wedge shape charac-
teristics of normal burning, also show near the end of combustion a sharp bright streak which
appears to be an image of the slit produced by a sudden increase of luminosity. Two possible
explanations may account for this. One ~xplanation is that the building up of pressure ahead
of the ad~ancing flame surface progresses to such a-n extent during the burn~~ that finally the
reaction changes to the abnormal type, and ihe remainder of the charge then burns practicality
instantaneously. The concziv-e shape of the faces of the wedge indicates just such an accelera-
tion of the flame. A second possible expla~ation is that the sound wave produced by the spark
is pa.rtia.lIy reflected at the surface of the bubble and returns toward the center. As this return-
ing wa-re of compression m-eets the advancing flame surface it might be expected that a sudden
increase in rate of combustion and luminosity would result. 31easurements of the time intervals
in~olved are consistent with this hypothesis.

CONCLUSIONS.

The experiments described in this report seem to justify the folio-wing conclusions:
1. The i=mition of explosive gas mixtures by jump sparks from an induction coil is produced

b-y the initial or capacity component.
2. The normaI rate of spread of the tlame through initially quiescent gas mixtures is not

affected b-y any change in the intensity or duration of the spark. This has been tried o~er the
range of from 0.00S to 0.0003 second in duration; from 0.11 to leSS than O.om jo~e ~ total
energy, and from 0.02 to 0.0004 joule in the energy of the capacity component, and for flame
speeds ranging from 200 cm. per sec. to 20,000 cm. per sec.

3. The flame speed produced by a “break spark” or arc in which the capacity component is
absent is the same as for a jump spark.

4. In mixtures having normal rates of burning comparable -with the velocity of sound, an
abnormality rapid burning may be se~ up at the instant of ignition.

5. The tendency to burn in this manner is greater -with 10UUspark gaps and with increased
secondary capacity.
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